Map use and area notes
Over half of the trails on this map are "cow trails" and therefore are not marked or maintained by the Forest Service. Not all trails or roads are shown. You will still get lost while using this map. Always pay attention to your surroundings. All of the trails are on National Forest land and are closed to motorized vehicles. Fees are charged at most trailheads, picnic areas and campgrounds. Please close all gates.

IMBA Rules of the Trail
( abridged)
1. Ride on open trails only - Respect trail closures.
2. Leave no trace - Stay on the trail. Don't skid. Don't ride muddy trails.
3. Control your bicycle - Inattention even for a second can cause problems.
4. Always yield the trail - Yielding means slow down, establish communication, be prepared to stop and pass safely.
5. Never spook animals - It is dangerous for you and the animals. When passing horses use special care and follow directions from the horseback riders.
6. Plan ahead - Know your equipment, your ability and the area. Prepare accordingly. Be self-sufficient at all times.

Trail Difficulty Rating System
E - Easiest (Mostly smooth trail)
M - Medium (Some technical riding)
H - Hard (Advanced skills required)
R - Tricky route finding
This rating system is highly subjective and intended to give a feel for the skill level required to ride the trail. Physical demand is not factored in.
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Vedauwoo/Blair Area:
30. Specimen Trail - M
31. Regolith Trail - M
32. Blair Trail - M
34. Cow Trail - E
35. Skeleton Trail - M
36. Twin Mtn. Trail - M,R
37. Egbert Hill Trail - H
38. Valley Massif Trail - M,R
39. Elk Trail - M,R
40. Phallic Trail - M,R
41. Slide Bail-Out - M
42. Devil's Slide Trail - H
43. Devil's Jungle Gym Tr. - H,R
44. Impalement Trail - E
45. Valley Massif Cut-Off - M
46. Turtle Rock Trail - M
47. Damn Trail - M
48. Race Loop - M,R
49. Beaver Pond Trail - M,R

Happy Jack Area:
18. Headquarters Trail - H
23. Browns Landing Trail - E
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